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УДК 539.141/142

Г.Ф.Филиппов, А.Л.Блохин

Микроскопические коллективные ядерные модели с горизонтальным
смешиванием

В настоящей работе предложены расширенные варианты ядерных мо-
делей Sp(6,R) и SU(3) , предназначенные для описания нуклон-
ных систем со смешанными конфигурациями в открытой оболочке.
Построены когерентные состояния расширенных моделей, генерирую-
щие базис трансляционно-инвариантных многочастичных осииллятор-
ных функций. Выведены аналитические выражения для матричных
элементов микроскопического гамильтониана, включающего централь-
ное и тензорное обменное взаимодействие, на указанных когерентных
состояниях.

G.F.Filippov, A.L.31okhin

Kicrosoopio Collective Nuclear Models with Horizontal

Mixture

In the present paper broadened versions of the nuolear Sp(6,R)

and SU(3) models are proposed. They are aimed to describe the

nuolear systems with mixed configurations In an open shell. The

coherent states of the broadened models constructed over the

shell configurations generate translationally invariant bases

of тапу-partiole oscillator functions. Analytical expressions

for the miorosoopio Hamiltonian matrix elements Including cen-

tral and tensor interactions are deduced between the ooherent

states lndioated.

(сГ) 1980 Институт теоретической физики АН УССР
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1.INTRODUCTION

The problem of calculating the Hamilton operator matrix ele-

ments with respeot to the basis functions of symplectio and uni-

tary group irreducible representations (irrepe) ia of permanent

Importance in the theory of systems with a finite particle num-

ber [1-14]» The field of corresponding physical applications oo-

vors collective motion studies f4-10j, effective Hamiltonians con-

struction, £1,8, 15-18] nuclear and atomio sp90troscopy f6,8,9,15,19j

and other branches. The most complicated part of the problem in-

dicated is to determine the potential energy operator matrix ele-

ments; reaching this stage several researchers rejeot the indis-

pensable microscopic approach to prefer phenomenologioal Hamil-

tonians in the polynomial form of the Lie algebra generators [i,

4,8,10,12,16,1?]. The present paper realizes a programme of oon-

etruotlng the two-body interaction operator (central and tensor

forces) matrix elements between symplectio nuclear model coherent

states admitting an arbitrary (both regular and irregular) fil-

ling of an open nuoleon shell.

We give a brief aocount of oontents of the paper. As a chief

tool to obtain the explicit analytical formulae for the matrix

elements mentioned above, we utilize the generating invariants

teohnique[5,7,14] for the translationally invariant shell model

(TISM) basis. See.II begins with a review of some results of Refs.

Г 51 andp jdealing with the generating properties and the algo-

rithm of constructing the physical operators matrix elements bet-

ween coherent states in the framework of Sp(6,R) model with a

regular filling of the open shell. Thereupon it is shown that by

modifying the involved one-particle oscillator orbltals depending

on corresponding spin and isospin quantum numbers the generating

teohnique is generalized to envelope the case of the arbitrary

valenoe nuoleon configuration. The modified teohnique naturally

leads to a new nuolear model oalled subsequently a broadened mo-

del (model with a aoritontal mixture), beoauee its generating in-

variant* include ooherent states of, generally epeaklng, several

Irrepe of Sp(6,R) group. The generating matrix elements of one-

pextiole operators in the widened model are obtained from an ana-

logous formulae of Rex. 7 in an obvious manner.
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In Seo.III we give algorithm [7], generalized to the case of

a broadened model, of determining the exponential generating funo-

tion for partial expansion of central nuoleon-nuoleon interaction

matrix elements between Sp(6,R) irrep coherent states. The ge-

nerating funotion exponential form ia difficult for practical uti-

lisations it contains twelve generating parameters as against six

oooupatlon numbers in a pair of three-dimensional oeoillator quan-

tum statee. So the generating funotion needs a further transfor-

mation, its explicit realization is given in Sec.IV. The new gene-

rating function is determined by the considerably less number

of parameters (by six parameters for different valence nuoleon

epin-isoapin states and by three parameters for equal ones) and

has its determinant form which is natural for the version of

the sympleotio model employed here (the determinant form is also

characteristic for the expressions of their generating matrix

elements such as coherent states overlaps and so on).

Seo.V deals with the deduction of formulae of the generat-

ing matrix elements for tensor nucleon interaction operators.

These formulae differ from the corresponding ones in See.IV by

the presence of an additional vector generating parameter essen-

tial for generalization to the case of an internuoleon potential

without spherioal symmetry.The idea to use euoh a parameter has been

proposed and realized by Vasilevsky, Teroyshin and Pilippov [20З

for the exponential generating funotion in the SU(3) model. In

the present paper we develop an analogous program for the deter-

minant generating funotion in the broadened Sp(6,R) model.

In Seo. VI the formulae deduced in the previous sections

are detailed for the following oases of physical interest:

a) closed nuoleon shells. The dependence ot generating matrix

elements on the oeoillator quantization axes vanishes in aocor-

danoe with the results of Vasilevsky, Smirnov and Pilippov [52;

b) Sp(6,R) model, regularly filled open shells. Direct and ex-

ohange generating matrix elements of the nuoleon interaction

oonsist of identioal structural blooks and differ in numerioal

coefficients only; near-magic nuolel (up to four nuoleons in

the open shell) in the 5p(2,R) limit are desoribed by the for-

mulae of Pilippov, Ovoharenko and Teryoshin [21];

0) SU(3) model, broadened and usual variants. The formulae sought

for art oonneoted with the corresponding formulae of the 3p(6,R)
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model by a simple limit transition.

II. Broadened Sp(6,R) Model Generating
Invariant

Following Refe.£5,7j» Sp(6,R) irrepa ooherent etatee whioh
generate the TISM oscillator basis оan be oonetruoted over the
oeoillator 3U(3) multiplets»

\ (2.1)

where jf
+
 • II K^

a
 " »

 r
'

e
 "

 1
»-*

 i e t n e а
У

т т в
*г1о matrix of ool-

leotive quantum generation operators (here $£g « ^ &lr &?&
for the eyetem of Л nuolaona, a ^

r
 are oscillator quantum ge-

neration operators), Ъ - I/ b
r a
 (I is the symmetrio matrix of col-

lective exoitation generator coordinates. Let the ket (2.7) be-

long to Сб cTg С зД irrep of Sp(6,R) group. If this state

is treated as в generating invariant for the oaoillator baeis

of the minimal approximation of generalized hyperspherioal func-

tions [б] (i.e. for collective wave femotions of fixed 0(A-1)

oymmetry ff^fgf,])» the sympleotio and orthogonal group irrepa

indioee get into oomplementarity [2] correlations

when the SU(3) multiplet I иУ quantum numbers are defined, be-

sides the t{ indloee, also by means of SU(3) => S0(3) reduc-

tion ones»

with Н ^ ц as a total quantum number, ( 7l м ) as Elliott indi-

oee Qi}> UIoC ae the values of orbital momentum, its projeo-

tion and nultiplioity. The reduction onto S0(3) group feasibi-

lity le provided by oeoillator axes epaoious orientation to ee~

leot nuoleon system states with fixed momentum value by Peierle-

Yoooos projection prooedure [22J.

We introduoe, following Pilippov et al. Г7J , the one-par-

tiole states
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V (2.2)

where n • Jn1,ng»no} are the occupation numbers,

n ! * n.,! ng!n^, £v ie the apin-iflospin function with projec-

tion numbers V , u • (Of. ,i£,,Uo) ie the orthogonal matrix oom-

posed of oscillator axle orientation ooluron veotora. (The length

soale ie chosen to be normed to the osoillator radius r~a ).If

nuoleon shells are filled In a regular way by the kete (2.2),

ci 31ater determinant formed of the latter in a coordinate sys-

tem with axes along u^iTg.u, veotore (and consequently u-B ,

a unit matrix of the third order) goea into the highest-weight

state of (Л/u )-(f.,-f
2
, t

2
-tj) sa(3) irrep, and In an arbitrary

coordinate system it oan be treated as a generating Invariant

(coherent state) of the same irrep with three generator coordi-

nates defined by the и matrix. So f
i
 indices must be Iden-

tified with total quantum numbers along the oscillator axes»

The maae-oentre wave funotion when we pass in formula (2.2) from

the radius vectors to Jaoobi veotore drops out of the determi-

nant and then oan be exoluded. The translatiooally invariant part

of the determinant oonetruoted ooinoides with the unitary Icet mul-

tiplet ( и > in the foxnula (2.1).

Now we Intend to leave the operator form of Sp(6,R) Irrep

ooherent states (2.1) for the ooordinate form In the above situ-

ation vhen nuoleon configurations are regularly ocoupied. Let

the matrix b of collective generator coordinates have eigen-

values f>
 1
»/

b
2»/

!>
3'

 T a e n
 "*

ь
* eoo«r«at state of LG^GT^G^] -

-[^f
1
 + -J(A-1), ̂ f

2
 + |(A-1), 4*э + J U - D J Sp(6.R) irrep

takes the form of a tranelationally invariant part of a Slater

determinant composed of one-partiole orbltala
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and multiplied by П (1-/Ь
 t
) ~

2 S (
- .(The index T over vec-

tors and matrices means their transposition). Such a state is

defined by three 3p(6,H) irrep indices and nine generator co-

ordinates. Three of the latter are responsible for the unitary

skeleton description, and the other for oolleotive excitations

over the skeleton ("breathing", quadrupole and "preoeasive" mo-

dea). The collective quantum generation axes orientation conform

with matrix b eigenvector directions.

The explicit form of the oolleotive part of a set of TISM

basis functions which are generated by the coherent state oan

not be chosen in a definite way. The choioe ia determined by the

usuel conditions for the system to be complete and convenient in

applications (for example, if we possess a simple algorithm of

coherent state projection onto basis functions). In the case of

closed nucleon shells Vasilevsky and Pilippov CiSl proposed a me-

thod to oonstruot such a banis and project generating invariants

onto it. In the general oase the problem of choosing a basis

needs a separate disoussion outside the soope ot the present pa-

per.

When the generating properties of ooherent states are taken

into account we treat the matrix elements of an operator f that

яге are interested in, i.e.

as generating matrix elements of the given operator. The matrix

elements between TISM basis functions can be oaloulated by means

of independent projection operations for ooherent bras and kets.

We suppose the generator coordinate matrix b (and if ) defining

a ooherent bra not to coinoide with b (and u ) so that ire oan

select states of a nucleon system with a fixed angular momentum

value by means of the projection prooedure t?2~} previously pointed

out.

For one- or two-partiole operator 9 the oaloulation of mat-

rix elements between the determinant functions <1>;U'| and | b;u>

oan be performed aooording to Lowdin algorithm Ц23]. Describing

nuoleon interactions through effeotive two-body potentials ws as-

sume thai «uoh matrix elements knowledge is quite suffioient to

solve problems of practical significance. We put off the oonntruo-

tion of potential energy operator generating matrix elements till
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our next section and now turn to the oaae of one-body operators .

The ooherent state overlaps

are the simplest generating matrix elements. They contain infor-

mation on the struoture of TISM basic functions and normaliza-

tion ooeffioients. Analytic expressions for our overlaps are to

be found £73 by generalizing Elliott formula [1} for overlap in-

tegrals of definite SUО)-symmetry oscillator functions:

'
f
\

 ( 2 # 4 )

where ] utf^gf,] ) and (tf[f.,f
2
f
3
lj are the Slater deter-

minants composed of the corresponding one-partiole kets (2.2) and

brae. (Square brackets henceforth symbolize the vector multipli-

cation). We note that linear transformations of coordinate system

oonvert unitary skeleton ooherent states into Sp(6,R) irrep ones.

Every overlap of osoillator orbitals (2.3)

oontaine under the integration sign an exponential multiplier

exp(-r
T
 br), (2.5a)

^+UE-Z)*. (2.5b)

One can perform л linear coordinate trcneformation

Y- 6"V, H'=6-"
Z
W , U-'-i-'̂ lf (2.6)

conserving euch forme as

r
T
w-x

T
u',u

r
r -to')

T
?.

There oaoillator reper matrloee u' and iJ' are no longer ortho-

gonal. To make Elliott formula (2.4) applicable one employe the

Qrtun-Sohmidt orthonormalieation procedure presented as a trlangu-
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lar tranaformation

u'-u'e ,ir'=•*"£, <2-7>

where £ and £" are the upper triangular raatrioes, U" and

\j" are the nevf orthogonal ones. The next calculations will

need only diagonal elements of the tranaformation matrices:

I

The 'determinant form of the Sp(6,R) irxep ooherent states em-

ployed and the oondition that nucleon sheila are regularly fil-

led (when a fixed shell is oooupied the oscillator quanta ap-

pear at the second axis only as the result of being transferred

from the first one, and at the third axis - as the result of

being replaoed from the second one with a conserved number of

quanta at the first one) allow us to obtain the j b;u Cf.fgf^)

determinant composed of orbitals (2,3) from the) uff^f^] )

determinant using a simple substitution for the parameters of

one-partiole states (2.2):

<r(n,V,U> - 6,?' fi,/1* £ & <*V,?,</">. (2.9)

After performing an analogous substitution for the bras, one

reaohee the expression sought for
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where the multiplier depending on the matrix-B determinant rep-

resents the Jaoobian of transition (2,6) to spatial coordinates

x . Taking relations (2.4), (2.7), (2.8) and (2.10) into aooount,

we obtain

(2.11)

where the round brackets with two veotor arguments lndioate a

scalar produot, and those with three veotor arguments a mixed

one. Choosing the new notation

Д - 1Ы J£-«/E-*U lE-a\-b'U',4, (2.12a)

{гиь)

(it is easily seen that Д , Л and A. are polynomials on

the matrix elements of b and b), using

(ачгх'зд /<*'&'£') = far'
and exoluding the шавя-oentre motion by normalising multiplier

Д
 1
^

2
, we oome from (2.11) to the Sp(6,R) [CT^C^J lrrep

oohereot etatee overlap

formula (2.13) derived In Ref. 7 is applioable it nuoleon «helle

are oooupled in regular way. But the regular oooupatlon ie pre-

ferred only for the lightest nuoleij ал increase In the nuoleon

number results in holes in the shell configurations being ener-

getically preferred [24,25]. Then, besides the so-oalled vertical

mixture taken into aooount In the 3p(6,R) model (i.e. the oou-
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tributlon of 3U(3) irreps involved togethar with the lowaat

SU(3) configuration in one Sp(6,R) irrep and responsible for

oolleotlve excitations) and sufficient for non-spherical nuolei,

the exit through the lightest nuclei region (into я-d shell

and farther) шву be connected, as it was noted by Park et al.

[I23,with a passage to horizontal mixture. The latter means that

in the frame of the unitary skeleton describing nuolear struc-

ture the researcher operates with not one, but a few SU(3) con-

figurations from the same shell. The assumption of a horizon-

tal mixture agrees with experimental data whioh testify to the

existence in several even-even nuclei speotra of even-parity and

zero spin terms lying above the ground state /.26J.

The broadened ayraplectio model proposed in the present pa-

per describes nucleon systerna with horizontal mixture in an open

shell. Realizing it, one preserves some advantages of the above

considered variant of Sp(6,R) model with regular shell oooupa-

tiom the usage of a generating invariant in Slater determinant

form and, consequently, the exietenoe of a simple transformation

connecting Sp(6,R) and SU(3) coherent states. In the broadened

model the system of A nuoleone is treated as divided into four

interacting subsystems, eaoh of them containing nucleons in a

fixed spin-isospin state у . The subsystems are built up in a

regular way; corresponding shell configuration (i.e. unitary ske-

leton of the system) is characterized by the total numbers of

quanta 1 ^, f g, f , along the oscillator axes (in the broade-

ned SU(3) model Elliott indioee ( 3
V
/Wy )-(*

v1
-fy

2
t*

v2
-*v3

J

are sufficient).

The formula* for ooherent states and their overlaps in the

broadened model generalize formulae (2.2)-(2.13) quite easily.

The one-particle keta of the unitary skeleton of the subsystem

are obtained from states (2.4) by replaoing the osoiilator re-

per matrioee

The matrix u ¥ la supposed to be constructed from the veotor

oolumne uv1, uTyg, ufU. The bras undergo an analogous modifica-

tion. The oolleotlve matrioee В (2.5b) remain •unchanged, re-
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flooting the physical assumption about the major role of 3U(3)

configurations in the structure of a nuolear system. If necessary,

em additional mixture in oolleotive occupation nay be injected

into the model without speolal difficulties (but this will cause

extraordinary calculation inconvenience in applioatione to oono-

rete nuolei).

We resort to 3U(3) example to see that the proposed broa-

dened scheme really describes states with a horizontal mixture.

The simplest situation is observed when two valence nuoleons with

different apin-ieoapin numbers V are looated in the external

shell of number n . In the usual SU(3) model suoh a state of

the system oorresponds to (2u,0) irrep. In the broadened model

the same nucleons are described by orbitals with different spa-

tial functions. The basis functions of the nucleon system are

transformed by direct produot (n,O)x(n,O) the expansion of which

involves (2n,0), (2n-2,1),...,(o,n) irrepa ooanected with a ho-

rizontal mixture in the open shell. It seems evident that the

presence of two and more valenoe nuoleons makes the horizontal

mixture an indispensable attribute of the broadened model.

Returning to the broadened Sp(6,R) model generating matrix

elements, we generalize formula (2.13) aooording to the soheme

v

 4
Л '

 (2
'
15a)

(2.15b)

( 2 # 1 5 o )

where the lower index b on the left-hand side of (2.15a) implies

the broadened model; 1^ • 2. *vi» i" 1«3 •

Now we deal with the kinetio energy operator 9 matrix ele-

ments, bet ua denote by letter <K the set of the quantum oum-
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b«re of a normalised TISli baeie function. Uaing the virial theo-

rem for the harmonio oscillator, one oan deduoe

to bind the deaired matrix elements with the elements of squared

hyperradlus operator

о
A formula tor the generating matrix elements of p in the Sp(6,R)

model with a regularly occupied open shell was also derived in

Ref.[7J. Generalized to the broadened model, it looks like

(2.17a)

2
V

( 2
'

1 7 b )

(2
'
17O)

' (*Ь, КЕ)
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where the functional dependence of M y , Ky and £ wae defi-

ned by (2.15b), (2.15c) and (2.12a).

III.Potential Energy Operator Generating

Matrix Elements, Exponential Generating

Funotion for Partial Expansion

In the present and subsequent eeotions we derive analytio

expressions for the generating matrix elements of the oentral nuo-

leon-nuoleon interaction operator

(3.1)

where ^ is the Interaction radius divided by rQ. One can ge-

neralize the following result3 to the case of potentials summing

several Gaussian functions in a trivial way. To work with the po-

tentials including other radial dependences, one has to integrate

over the parameter M with a definite weight funotion.

In acoord with Lowdin's algorithm С 2
з]. we write the two-body

operator fi
Q
 matrix elements between the determinant functions

^ bjir{
h
 and I b;u >

 ъ
 in the form of

(3.2a)

jp(lib

whera W^j- (IT), W~y ( JT) are the integrals at direot and exohange

nuoleon interaction between the eubeystems V and P' ,<g
v
 (r!|,f

2
)

is the one-particle spatial density matrix in subsystem V ,the

parameter У - ~ ^ .

We guess Che construction of density matrioes of one-par-

tiole orbitals < г\ъ
г
п. V , u,> and <l>in, V , xT

v
 J

 r
> to
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be inexpedient, beoauee the latter are non-orthogonal, if the

quantum numbers n and n belong to the same shell (In the

oaee V /V the orbitala are orthogonal like the corresponding

epin-iaospin functions). So we prefer to orhogonallze the employed

orbitalo beforehand. Then their overlap matrix becomes diagonal,

providing undoubted advantages for further transformations.

To solve the stated problem, we use the teohnlque of parti-

al expansion generating functions applied In Reffy] to the 3U(3)

model. One can present the one-partiole states (2.2) as a deriva-

tive of an exponent with respeot to the components of the veotor

parameter fv - { ty^Vg'S^} !

v,
(3.3a)

The expression (3.3) ie based on a Rodriguez formula for Her-

mit e funotions. A passage to an analogous representation for the

one-partiole orbltale of the sympleotio model takes plaoe as a

result of the spatial transformation (2.5)-(2.9)

ft, h, V, tfy >

(3.4)

The multiplier depending on the elements of the triangular matrix

£ v Is omitted In formula (3*4). beoauee it oontributes only to

coherent state overlap (see (3.2)), but the subsequent oaloula-

tlone involve direot W+
v^ ( t) and vxohange W"̂ ,f ( ̂ Integral*.
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We define the new generating parameters j T
v
 -| i

* T
v
 by the following triangular transformation

о

0

,.r
VJ
}.

(3.5a)

(3.5b)

heplaoing in the formula (3.4) the differential operator

D(n\t
v
) (3.3b) by the operator D(n, T

v
 ), ve create n«w one-par-

tiole orbitale

и/ " ****'n».
It oeeme inetrumental to pass within the exponent to parameters

T.
v
 aimultaneouely with the oaolllator reper tranaformatlon

whioh eete an invariant image of the veotor "

Uy-u/ц,,

u"
y
 t"

y
 »

(3.6a)

- (V
v

(3.6b)
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In the last relation the orthogonality of the matrix \x"
v
 waa

uaed. In the earn* way we define the new brae

* , ) 2 - 2 Г Vv 5 V - 1 л *

(3.7a)

(3.7b)

о

1УЛ v&

(Blife) (3.7o)

matrioe* tr, and V
y
 may be treated aa consisting of veotor

ooluana

u''•и

(3.8a)

wfaioh, м le ««ally •••», are oonaeotod by the reoiprooity

relation*
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The matrioea

Vyk . и л v v ; , p y ; - \7vk 0 v

T

h 0 .9. )

of the external prortuota of те о tore U-y^ tux
1
 • vk

 a r e
 P

r o
J

e o
"

tlon ones i

(3.9b)

Foxmul* O.9o) may also be written with the help of r*p«r matrloea

On* oan ahow tU* orthogonality of orbital* (3.6b) and (3.7a).Real-

ly.

Integrating and utlliiing relations (3*8), on* geta
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The one-partiole spatial density matrix built on Slater determi-

nants of the orthogonal orbltals (3.6b) and (3.7a) becomes addi-

tive with reepeot to one-partiole states!

— (3.11*)

where n
y
 are the quantum numbers oX the oocupied one-particle

orbitals of the subsystem if ,

(3.11b)

**) \,

The partial expansion generating function (3.11b) of the den-

sity matrix of the subsystem V contains six generating parame-

ters. Obviously, the generating functions of direct and exohange

integrals obtained by substituting (3.11b) into (3.2b) and (3.2o)

transform into tuelve-pareaetrioal ones. Bxplioit integration tak-

ing (2.6) into aocount leads to

(3.12e)

«here УуУ is a blook veotor
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Vy Ту

ЬЪ

*/

Q are the blook matrioeo

1
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(3.12Ь)

,<?•

(3.12cJ

To derive (3.12), the well-known integral [27] was applied:

(3.13)

where С ia a positively defined symmetrical matrix of n-th or-

der, talcing (2.5b), (2.12a) and (2.i7d) into aooount, one notes

that

Ifcl Л
(3.14)

Pormulae (3.12), (3.14) generalite the reault of Pilippov et

al. ill for the 30(3) model with regular shall oooupatlon to the

broadened Sp(6,R) model. The presence of twelve generating pa-

rameters make* the differentiation of the exponential generating

function on the right-Uand aid* of (3.12a) •uffiolantly ooapll-
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oate. It eeema expedient to transform the expression obtained

to reduce the number of generating parameters. The next neotlon

deals with such a program.

IV.Potential Energy Operator Generating Matrix

Elements. Determinant Generating Function for

Partial Expansion

As one sees by analyzing formula (3.11b) for the partial ex-

pansion generating function, the possibility to oooupy eaoh of

three Cartesian axes with oscillator quanta is provided by two

generating parameters. We define a new generating funotion so

that the k-th. axis occupation numbers Д-у),- are generated only

with the help of one parameter g
V
k*

with arbitrary non-negative Integer numbers n^ng.n^. Here the

generating parameters are oolleoted not in vectors, as in the pre

vious discussion, but in diagonal matrioes

Q
y

Using formula (3.3b), we rewrite (4.1) as follows

сад,<Sv)-**
Р
ш fy e,J^

V
(ь.ъь&\\

r
^

right-hand aide of (4*2) we denote «uoh variables ae 4, h >On the

and define the veotor differential operator
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Then (4.2) pneeee into

One oan deduoe from (3.13) if O S :

- (4.4)

e ) .
The operator transformation (4.4) is justified when the operator

{*ie restrioted with respeot to the norm in the investigated func-

tion spaoe. In our oaee the functions (3.11b) are analytic, and the

transformation (4.4) really takes plaoe. Performing it on the

right side of (4.3) and substituting the auxiliary vector у as

a block

one obtains

k

Returning to the variables

we write down the result for the generating function

(4.5)
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The generating functions (4.1) and (3.11b) happened -to be

bound by the integral transformation (4.5), excluding extra gene-

rating parameters. If by analogy to (4.1)» we define, on the baae

of (3,12a),the generating funotions for direot and exchange integ-

rals

then, ueing (4.5), (3.10), (3.12) and (3.13), we oan writ*

where is a quaeidiagonal matrix

(4.6a)

(4.6Ь)

a bloolc matrix (see (3.12o)),

- г о
о

о

о \
о

о /

(4.6О)

(4.6d)
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O»10)) that

we fooue on tlie traiiul'orniution of the determinants I Q
+
 (G

v
,0^) I and

IQ"(('
V
>0^)| • Kually, theae determinante have the twelfth order,

мгМлв the other onea in rmula (4.6a) have the third order, in

aooordanoe with the physical ^ oe diraenoion. Wo use the Q
+
(G ,0 )

example to oonmder a possible ьау to deoreaae the order ot th*

detenninants of interest. The initial form, as one oan вее from

(3.12) and (4.6o), is

•' 1

(4.7a)

With the help of linear operations on blook lines and columns that

leave the determinant value unchanged, one transforms (4.7a), for

example, to

2Е-Г/
Т
-Гу

т
 О

О 2Е-Г\Г'

О

~ i

(4.7b)
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The form (4.7b) ie fitted better than (4.7) to the Sohur'e

algorithm reduoing the calculation of the 2n-th order determinant

to n-th order ones f28i:

с
(4.8)

Using formula (4.8) and taking the identity

(4.9a)

(4.9b)

into acoount, we obtain a sixth order determinant

Г
j

Applioation of formula (4.8) together with the identity

(4.10)
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tr&nofer (4.10) into

(4.11)

Substituting (4.11) into (4.6a) and remembering a definition

O.12d) we reaoh. the following result

(4.12)

Uaing th« generating funotion for Laguerre polynomiale

we rewrite (4.12) in the form of

In formula (4.13) HT]c and Hj^ (elements of diagonal taatrioe»

K v and H^- ) «re treated as independent variables» as oompared

to formula (4.12; where theae symbols denoted the definite funo-

tione (4.9b) of the parameters gvk and g^. The values of the

funotione of the generating parameters pointed out have defined
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in transfer from (4.12) to (4.13) the shift parameters within

shift operators with respect to the independent variable» '̂  у к

and H ̂
k
.

Comparing (4.13) with (3.12a), one gels the desired formula

for direot integrals

(4.14a)

The exchange integrals need a more ootnplicated expressiont

i

In lormulae (4.14), we introduoe the symbols for generating para-

meters simplified ae compared to (4.13). One oan write these for-

mulae In another way using the projootion matrioee (3.9)

U15a)
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Formulae (2.15a), (3.2a) and (4.15) allow ua to write expli-

oitly the generating matrix elements (3.1) of the central nuoleon

interaction operator for an arbitrary nucleus in the broadened

sympleotio model when shell configurations are known for each of

the epin-ieospin subsystems with the shells occupied by nucleons

in a regular way. As one can see in (4.15)» the desired generating

matrix elements are obtained by the differentiation of the corres-

ponding determinant generating function of partial expansion with

reepeot to, generally speaking, six parameters. (In the case of

identioal subsystems V and ? , three independent generating

parameters are sufficient, as will be shown in Sec. VI).Formulae

(4.19) are much simpler than formulae (3.12) with the exponential

generating funotionj moreover, their determinant form makes them

similar to (2.22) and (2.24). The similarity beoomes more mani-

fest if one notes that "extra" rectors Uy2 and Vy2 (see (3.8a))

always may be exoluded from (4*15) by means of unit expansion

(3.9o), and the matrioes PV1 and Py. may be expressed using the

initial generator coordinates and the blocks (2.15):

The oorreotion of formulae (4.15) 'or potentials with spin-

ieoppin dependence and their subsequent analysis in the limiting

oases of physioal interest will be presented in See. VI. And now
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we prooeed to generalize the result of the present seotion on

atatio nuoleon interaotione possessing no epherioal symmetry.

V.Potential Energy Operator Generating Matrix

Elements. Tensor Interaction

Let us consider a two-body tensor interaction operator in

the A nuoleon system

where ^(?i-?-j) are the two-body potentials (eee (3.1)). 3^ and

S. are the spin operators of i-th and j-th nuoleons. Trans-

ferring the correction on isospin dependenoe to Sec.VI, here we

deal only with the contribution of unit spin nuoleon pairs. In ao-

cordanoe with the radial dependenoe of the potential (3.1) we de-

fine direct and exchange integrals as follows

(5.2a)

Км.
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where S(1) la a unit spin operator, к ia the independent vec-

tor generating parameter. The introduction of parameter к /^oj

allows ua to generalize the results ot Seo. Ill,IV to spherioal-

ly non-synunetrio potentials.

The problem (5.2) will be solved if one finds analytic expres-

sions for the integrals

(5.3b)

precisely up to the seoond order of infinitesimal к . Substituting

in (5.3) the spatial density matrioes represented as (3.11), one

obtains

(5.4a)

«here Z~ are bloolc row matrices

(5.4b)

. (5.4o)

Passing from the representation (5.4) utiliiing the exponen-

tial generating funotion to the representation with the determin-

ant generating function, one has to Integrate with reepeot to

, ^ , ^ , «?gr (see (4.5)). The presenoe of a term linear in
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V
v
? within the subintegral exponent causes, aooording to (3.13),

enormously complioated oaloulatione of adjunot matrix to Q* .

However, it oan be noted that to solve the stated problem,

one doesn't need ezaot analytio expressions for the Integrals

w i
v ?
 (If,it). The neoeesary preoieion O(|i?P) would be maintained,

if within the exponent one replaoee

Really, the terms of odd orders with respeot to к dissappear

when integrated with an even weight funotion exp(- Vyv ^ ^ ? )'

and in the aeoond order in 1c the Taylor series on the left- and

right-hand side exponents of (5.9) oolnoide. With the struoture

of the matrloee (3.12o) and (5.4Ъ) taken into aooount it is seen

that an fcdaieeible expression for exp( ̂  k*
 r
zf)w-

vO
. (Jr ,£) can

be derived by replacing in (3.12a)

«here the matrioee Q (k) «re to be obtained from q replaoing

blooks

Making «a analogous replaoeeant in formula (4.11), we generalise

(4.15) to

( 5- 6 a )
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(5.6b)

V

As a matter of faot, we note that formulae (5.6) оan be ob-

tained from (4.15) with the same preoiei&n of O(|JcP) by a simple

substitution

So the direot and exchange tensor interaction Integrals are

written as

where the funotione W~
vV
 ( JTjift have been defined in (5.6).

In the laat aeotion of the present paper the results of Seo.
II,IV,V are generalized to a more realistio situation when the
potential magnitudes depend on the nuoleon pair apin-isoepin num-
bers i the oases ot closed shells and regularly filled open shells
are oonsldered in eympleotio and unitary nuolear models.

VI.Generating Matrix Element» of Healietio
Nuolear Hamlltonlan

Let the nuoleon potentials of a realietio Hamlltonlan take
a form of
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(6.1a)

where 3 and T are the nuoleon pair epin and isoepln, S and

T are the corresponding operators,

la the tensor operator, т and т are the projection opera-

tore. The results of Sec.II,IV,V allow us to infer that the in-

vestigated Hamiltonian (without Coulomb interaotlon) matrix ele-

ments between the generating invariants of the broadened Sp(6,R)

model take the form of

(6.2a)

A „, у -у J

(6.20)

T=o
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^ ^ (6.2d)

where 3T
r
' is the interaction type symbol (+1 for direot one, -1

for exohango one)» pyy* and p/? are the eigenvalues of the

nuoleon pair operators т and *?" with one of the nuoleons

belonging to Voubaystera and, the other toVsubsystem. The integ-

rals W*£ ( 20, W ^ ^ (/) are defined by formulae (4.15), (5.7).

Formulae (2.16), (2.17) indicate the way to calculate the matrix

elements of kinetio energy operator f.

The calculations of the oharaoteristios of oonorete nucleon

systems on the full basis of the widened sympleotio model are ex-

pedted to be extraordinary diffioult problem. Nevertheless, one

о an often meet eome applications of physical interest (for example,

studies on magio&l nuclei, "breathing", quadrupole and "precession"

modes in deformed nuolei, nuclei with mixed shell configurations

in the unitary skeleton and so on) where only separate details of

the immense world of nuolear motion are observed in their brightest,

exposed form. In suoh oasea it is auffioient to employ only a part

of the available basis, then formulae (6.3) become simplified and

make praotioal utilization easier.

A. The simplest problem in the framework of shell treatment

seems to be the description of nuolei with olosed nucleon shells

(light magic, etc). The potential energy operator includes only

central interaction.

We make use of formulae (4.15). Then, using the summation

formulae for generalized Laguerre polynomials £29]

we note that
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where Ну 1я the aubeyatem V upper shell number oonneoted

with the total numbers of quanta by the correlation

5)! . _

л

Redefining the generating parameters

one notee th*t

( 6 # 5 b )

( 6
.

5 O )

Subetitutlng (6.4), (6.5b), (6.5o) into (4.15a), one obtains

Finally we paae to one generating parameter H + Ц -» H and derive

wing (3.14)I

Slallarly, «a an»wer for the exchange integral» follows from

(4.15b):
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и-'
Formulae. (6.6) coincide with the reaulta for oloeed nuolear ehelle

in tiie 3p(6,H) model obtained by Vaaileveky, Smirnov and Pilippov

[b] In another way. It ie seen that the Hamiltonian matrix ele-

ment a in thie case do not depend on the oeoillator reper U
v
 ,

V
v
 orientation, reflecting the symmetry inherent to the situa-

tion.

B. The atruoture of light and near-magio middle-weight nuolel

ie often defined by regularly built nuoleon ehelle. An admissible

quantitative deaoription of suoh nuolei ie aohieved in the uaual

<Sp(6.H) model. The Hamiltonian matrix elements on Sp(6,R) irrep

ootierent states oan be obtained from oorreepondlng formulae for

the broadened model by paeeing to reper matrloee U and V

universal for all eubeyeteme. Then instead of eix generating pa-

rametera only three are neoeeeary:

As a reeult of the condition (3.10), we oan Justify the matrix oor-

relation

Utilizing the correlation together with summation formulae (6.3),

we pass from (4.15) to expressions for the direct and exohaage in-

tegrals in the Sp(6,R) modelt

-1,- & +i \1,- & +i \ 4 &

where the aymbol 21 means a euaaatlon only with reepeot to

occupied etatee of open shall ot eubeyetem V .So one eeee from

the formula obtained, in the 3p(6,R) model the direct end exohange
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lntegrale are defined by similar expressions, but in the broedened '

model the oaloulation of exchange integrals is much more difficult.

The Sp(2.R) model formulae used to desoribe the longitudinal

quadrupole vibrations can be obtained by reducing in the Sp(6,R)

model formulae the "extra" eigenvalues of collective generator co-

ordinate matrices b,b to zerof7j:

In the limit indicated the integrals (6.7) pass into the corres-

ponding formulae of Ref.|2ij derived by Pilippov, OvcharenJco and

Teryoshin for near-magio nuclei (four or less nuoleons in the open

shell).

С Light and middle-weight weakly deformed nuclei admit the

SU(3) model description (jjwhen a unitary (shell) skeleton with-

out collective excitations is studied

&~1~O
t
h--E. (6.8)

Substitution (6.8) and the application of the projection procedure

[[223 transform (4.15) and (6.7) into expressions for the direot and

exchange integrals included directly into the potential energy

matrix elements between SU(3) irrep basis functions.

The expressions for the direot and exchange integrals in the

unitary model, as a result of the oondition (6.8), are much simpler

than in the symplectio model. This oiroumstanoe makes it possible

to apply the broadened SU(3) model as a first approximation in stu-

dying nuolel with a horizontal mixture of open nuoleon shell oonfl-

gurations.

VII. Conclusion

In the present paper the broadened variant ot syrapleotio and

unitary nuclear models is proposed, in the framework of which one

oan develop ooneiatent miorosoopio research of nuoleon systems with

open shell arbitrary occupation. We have considered the struoture

of the broadened Sp(6,R) model coherent states generating the ba-

sis of many-particle osoillator funotiona and constructed the mio-

rosoopio Hamiltonian (including oentral and tensor nuoleon inter-

action) matrix elements between these states.
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Applioution of eympleotic model with horizontal mixture ap-

preoiably broadens the group of questions in the microsoopio theo-

ry of collective motion of nuoleon systems to be investigated

(note that the reoults of the present paper may also be generali-

zed to the other many-body quantum ayatems with characteristic

eholl struoture, for example, atomic ones).

The possibility 1з provided to study the dynamics of passages

between different shell configurations of valenoe nuoleons, the

Influence of these passages on atomic nuolui shape and speotra.

The broadened unitary model is acoomodated to describe the

low-energy region of the spectrum. The comparative simplicity of

the model enables us to expect a greater number of analytic results

of its utilization, for example, the construction of effective nuo-

lear Hamiltonians. It seems possible to apply the unitary model

to fflicroBooplo substantiation and oorreotion of phenomenoloQioal

nuoleon shell theory predictions, for example, the shell state oc-

cupation scheme [24,25]. We note that the model indicated realizes

a mioroscopio approaoh to describe the same processes ae the in-

teraoting proton and neutron boson model with a dynamioal symmetry

group SU(6)xSU(6) proposed by Otsuka, Aritna and Iachellof30J for

even-even nuolei. Therefore the broadened unitary model may be

transformed in order to prediot microsoopio value» of the interaot-

ing boson model parameters and to estimate the calculations! preoi-

sion of tUe model.

The determinant form of the Hamiltonian matrix elements obtai-

ned in the paper allows a generalization to higher dimension mo-

dels, Sp(2d,R) and SU(d), d > 3 . These models may be useful in

studies of unified, both collective and internal, nuolear dynamic*.
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